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Shriver Talk Scheduled at 2 Today

Bicycle Code Issued at TP

Thompson Point residents have been issued a bicycle code as the result of the campus-wide concern for the safety of all students. The code concerns bicycles, motor scooters and impounded vehicles. It was drawn up by Thompson Point Area Head, Harold L. Hakes, and approved by the Executive Council.

The main points of the code are listed below. Students wishing to obtain a copy of the code, along with a map of legal parking areas, should check at the Thompson Point office in Lentz Hall.

1. All motorized bikes and/or scooters must be registered by the traffic section of the Thompson Point Area Head.

2. All motor scooters belonging to students living in the old halls must be parked on the nearest side in the back of the halls.

3. Motorized vehicles can be parked in one space at Lentz Hall; at the southwest corner of the building, in the parking space.

4. Operators must walk vehicles with the motor turned off, in going to and from the parking space.

5. The operator will be required to find another legal parking space, should the designated space be filled.

6. Violators will be referred to the judicial board.

BICYCLES

1. All bicycles must be parked in the bicycle area and may not be placed in covered areas by the hall.

2. All bicycles must be parked within the north side rack areas and may not be placed in covered areas by the hall.

3. No bicycles may be stored in the halls, except over long vacations.

4. All bicycles must be registered in the building office and may not be placed in covered areas by the hall.

5. All bicycles found in violation of these regulations will be impounded and the owner will face an immediate action, according to Dean of Student Affairs, Harold L. Hakes.

Gus Bode...
TP Contest Will Honor 2 Residents

The "Most Outstanding Resident Fellow" of Thompson Point will be selected this week.

A male and female winner will each be selected in a contest sponsored by the T.P. Journal, newsletter at Thompson Point.

Six finalists were chosen last week, in a preliminary vote election which netted over $200.

They are Larry Amussen, Felts; 2; Mort Wright, Pierce; 1; Mary Ann Shorb, Baldwin 2; Sandra Haring, Smith 2; and Barbara Bird, Kellogg 2.

The selection of the two winners will be based on an essay which is to be written by supporters of each of the finalists, on why their RP is most outstanding.

The $201.40, which was donated by residents, will be used for charitable purposes. Tentative plans call for use of the funds for a scholarship to be awarded to a resident of Thompson Point.

DAILY EGYPTIAN

OPERA ROYALTY - Sharon Hawkins of Waterlo, was the Headlinet Magazine and Southern Hall of Dayton, Ohio, at the Sunday performance of Mozart’s "The Marriage of Figaro." The opera has been double cast to give more voice students an opportunity to sing the leading roles.

Student Opera Means Many Rehearsals

For Choral Director Robert Kingsbury

By the time the curtain goes up on "The Marriage of Figaro" later this week, the 30 singers in the chorus probably will be wishing Figaro had remained a bachelor.

The chorus has had some 300 man hours of singing in rehearsal at the rate of two hours a week for the last five weeks. This week they are singing "straight through" every night pre pared for Saturday's evening. Actually, it is a labor of love and no one knows better than Robert Kingsbury, who is in charge of the Mecca Dormitory Chorus.

The chorus is not only one of Kingsbury's worries this week. His post as production coordinator has some built in hazards. Kingsbury has found that directing the chorus is only one of his duties this week.

The chorus is only one of Kingsbury's worries this week. His post as production coordinator has some built in hazards. Kingsbury has found that directing the chorus is only one of his duties this week. Not only is directing the chorus the large portion of his work, but the planning and rehearsing of the opera involves hours of planning.

Kingsbury hastily explained that his main job is not only directing the chorus but rehearsing the opera. "I'm directing the chorus, but I'm also rehearsing the opera," he said.

Kingsbury explained that he really has to devote time to the opera in order to sing the leading roles.

"The opera calls for only light chorus work. Last year's production of Aida required much more than the chorus work." Kingsbury added. "This opera calls for only light chorus work. Last year's production of Aida required much more than the chorus work."
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Cupid Finds He's on Opposite End of Arrow in New Textbook

"Cupid, who allegedly is extra busy about this time each year, recently has found himself on the other end of the arrow," says William J. McKeever. "But don't confuse this Cupid with a box of Valentines candy, but that's an admission of love, the heart is not new," he said. And he tennies any supernatural or magical control of love.

"Love is the same element whether it is between paren-chil- or boy-girl," he said. "Cupid teaches courses in family relations in the department, and Cupid is relegated to a minor role.

"Love, according to Carpen- ter, is nothing but a "well-structured" version of the inebriated romantic withstanding, it is possible for a couple to live together or try to remain after breaking up. He may be willing to try to

But hearers and flowers—no, not of their own accord, but of candy won't do it alone, Carpenter.

Carpenter doesn't dis- prove of Valentine's Day—"If you relax a little, love isn't that bad," he said. And he tennines any supernatural or magical control of love.

"Love is the same element whether it is between paren-chil- or boy-girl," he said. "Cupid teaches courses in family relations in the department, and Cupid is relegated to a minor role.

"Love, according to Carpen- ter, is nothing but a "well-structured" version of the inebriated romantic withstanding, it is possible for a couple to live together or try to remain after breaking up. He may be willing to try to
The Vietnamese of Greek Cypriot with President Turkish Cypriot, demonstrations. The third stop on his flight to Cyprus on bis secret of the Turkish desire for partition of this eastern Mediterranean Island. Notasulga Whites Get Private School NOTASULGA, Ala. — A boy­cott by white pupils left the classrooms at Notasulga High School deserted again Tuesday but still no Negroes showed up although the way was left clear for them to enter. At nearby Shorter High School, state troopers said no white students appeared when the opening bell rang at 8:00 a.m. This indicated that the 4-day-old mil­itary community as well. However, six Negroes ad­mitted to the Shorter school last week under federal court order went into their class­rooms today.

A private academy opened in town to block state­aid tuition grants.

STOP FROZEN PIPES

i & J Electronics Testing Tube prevents freezing. Build-in Thermostat saves energy, Involved with WRAP-ON INSULATION to keep water $2.95 SEE US TODAY

Patterson Hardware Co. 207 W. Main

LOVING CARE HAIR COLOR LOTION 75 CAIACIL $1.50 SIZE

GILLETTE STAINLESS STEEL BLADES $1

RIGHT GUARD MEN'S DEODORANT $1.10 SIZE

ALBERTO VO 5 SHAMPOO $1 TUBE

BUTCH HAIR WAX BY LUCKY TIGER 59¢ SIZE 3 FOR $1

BRAIN HEALS

TESTING, TESTING

SHUN OFF OF GUANTANAMO SUPPLY

BRAIN HEALS

Brain Sticks Buffalo Evening News

Cambodian Rocks Peace Hopes, Blasts U.S. for Air Attacks

STUDIO

212 W. Main

Theresa Fitzhugh
Portrait of the Month
What could be a more perfect gift?
Phone for an appointment today
457-5715

SIEIM REAP, Cambodia—Just when a Philippines for­mula for peace between Wash­ington and Phnom Penh seemed to be producing re­sults, Prince Norodom Sihanouk fired another blast at the United States. The mercurial, 40-year­old Cambodian chief of state told newsmen the United States is aiding subversive elements in Cambodia.

He charged that Americans—backing a war against Com­munist rebels in neighboring South Viet Nam—planned “to coerce and control Cambodia.”

Bloodhound Gets His Man, But Posse Is Empty-Handed


Officers put two blood­hounds on his track, an automobile hit one dog and put him out of the race. A posse followed the tracks of the other dog. The tracks of the dog and Wilson met then continued side-by-side.

Wilson, part-time cook at the prison camp, also helped train the dogs. Wilson was still on Tuesday for the convict and the detecting bloodhound.

House Passes Civil Rights Bill; Johnson Hails ‘Historic Step’

WASHINGTON—The House has passed the civil rights bill in an overwhelming vote hailed by President Johnson as “an historic step forward for the cause of dignity in America.”

Now the bill faces a tougher battle in the Senate where Southerners hope to whittle it down with speech-making. As turned out by the House in a 260-130 roll call Monday night, the bill amounts to the most sweeping civil rights legislation in history, southern efforts to water it down were crushed at every turn by a coalition of Republicans and Northern Democrats.

But in the Senate with its different rules of debate, the Southerners hold the weapon of the filibuster and hope to weaken the measure by a prolonged and perhaps endless debate.

Circling for the battle ahead, Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield has outlined a compromise plan de­signed to delay Senate action on civil rights until Republicans cut tax bill clear Congress, probably by the end of the month.

PARIS, ILL.—Radio Station WPBS announced Tuesday that it will no longer accept ciga­rette advertising as a result of the federal report.

DIAMOND NEEDLES NON-CARTRIDGE $4.95 & 5.95 RECORD RACKS, CASES, & STANDS WILLIAMS STORE 212 S. ILLINOIS

NO FRONT LINE LINES

INTRODUCING . . .

Merle Norman cosmetics

Geneva Hogan, Beauty Consultant

Individual or Group demonstrations for completion & make-up. Available for cos­metic parties, Wednesday by appointment.

call 457-5645

Varsity Hair Fashions

February 12, 1964

NEUNLISTE
Indiana: Seeking kindergarten through 8th grade teachers.

Seeking general, vocational, industrial arts, and exceptional children's teachers.

RACINE, WISCONSIN, PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Seeking elementary and secondary teaching candidates.

ELI LILLY & COMPANY, Indianapolis, Indiana: Seeking accountants, Engineers, chemists, management trainees, and all the various natural sciences.

GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO., Mayfield, Ky.: Seeking product management trainees, and chemists.

HUMBLE OIL COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois: Seeking sales services.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, Schools.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19:

CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI, PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Seeking kindergarten through sixth grade teachers, and EMI teachers; High School needs: English, mathematics, general science, typing, and cooperative occupational education specialists.

U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, St. Louis, Mo.: Seeking engineering drafting and technical personnel.

MONTGOMERY WARD & COMPANY, Chicago, Ill.: Seeking Merchandising Trainees, order trainees, accounting and control trainees, advertising and promotion trainees, and retail store trainees.


KEMPER INSURANCE COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois; Seeking district Sales Manager trainees, (no direct selling involved).

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION, St. Louis, Missouri: Seeking seniors with majors in engineering, math, physics, chem, accounting, or business administration for positions in sales, systems engineering, accounting, and math, etc.

CARSON, PRIDE & SCOTT, CO., Chicago; Seeking Business and liberal arts majors for positions in control, operations, personnel and advertising. VTI Retailing trainees also needed.

SIU Gets $64,000 NSF Grant

For its seventh consecutive year, SIU has received a National Science Foundation grant supporting a summer institute for high school mathematics teachers.

The NSF has announced a grant of $64,000 to help finance the 1964 program. Purpose of the eight-week institute is to give teachers additional training in the subjects they teach.

Applications closed will be paid amounts of up to $75 a week, with allowances for dependents and transportation. The University will provide scholarships covering tuition and fees, according to Wibor C. McDaniel, SIU mathematics professor, director of the program.

The grant brings total funds provided by the NSF for special summer programs at Southern this year to $145,790. Other grants include $61,900 for an Institute of General Science at the University of Illinois; $30,000 for a similar Institute for Biology teachers; and $19,800 for a science program for outstanding high school students, for the mathematics institute, which is limited to approximately 30 teachers, that will bring to campus visiting lecturers and special staff members.

More than 500 applications were received for last years' institute, with those selected coming to Southern from 25 states.

Diefenbeck to Talk on Democracy

James Diefenbeck, associate professor of philosophy, will discuss "Democracy and Individual Allegiance" tonight as part of a series on "Problems of Democracy" sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha, national political science honorary.

Diefenbeck will speak at 8 p.m. in the Agriculture Building Seminar Room.

Three other lectures and two special programs remain in this series.

DON'T DELAY --- SHOP TODAY

Open 9 - 9 Phone 549 - 1498

MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
Architecture Related To Problem of Living


This is an interesting and, in many respects, a great book. Pinto discusses the role of architecture to the social and economic changes of a rapidly changing society. It discusses the task of architecture in the age of transition which implies the creation monumental structures as well as the few greater emphasis, qualitative terms which are relevant to the social and economic changes, or what might be called the democratic side of housing, which is an aesthetic approach to the problem of housing in both qualitative and quantitative terms.

The author points out that architecture is in a stage of transition which is characterized by confusion. Old cities have lost their historic centers or have become identified with the historic centers, and Old cities have failed to develop a character of their own as centers of commerce and social living. Of the few exceptions, Venice is the only one that comes to mind, he states. Again, the growing interest of trials and ideas is causing a creative preoccupation with centers that represent a surge of non-nomadism which reflects the failure of architecture to serve the needs of large numbers of people. Many people who would be ashamed of their homes are living in centers that seem indifferent to the character of the house in which they live.

Concentration on a few million architects has compounded general neglect of the overall needs of social life. Architecture is a social living problem. The situation has further aggravated the problems of traffic and the rising number of cars.

Reviewed by

Abdul Majid Abbass

Department of Government

Nkrumah an African Caesar

In Biography by Ex-Ghanian

AbuEhatu, a student of the American Revolution, shot fired in April, 1775, has centers of transition which is an important problem of architecture. The situation has further aggravated the problems of traffic and the rising number of cars.

William Nkrumah, by Bankole Timothy, was the University Press, 1963, 194 pp. In freedom a reality or a hollow mockery in Ghana? is it "freedom or futility"? "Democracy or Communist Socialism or Nkrumah? Or is this the much vaunted African revolution or the failure of the leaders are among the questions that underlie this critique of a writer who is engaged in wishing to build a great African Caesar.

Bankole Timothy traces the life of Kwame Nkrumah from Hail-Astini, where he was born in 1909 of "poor and illiterate" parents, through his American days and his rise to power.

Nwia Kofo, as Nkrumah then was called, became a teacher, and inspired by Dr. Agrgie and Dr. Askive, he left for Lincoln University in 1937. In 1947, he returned to Ghana (with four degrees) to become General Secretary of the United Gold Coast Convention, believing that "what must be done must be done, but Nkrumah started his own party, the Gold Coast Convention, and the British Government, and the small group of leaders of the Gold Coast Convention party, and the party, the Gold Coast Convention Convention leaders "were going to change the existing political system from a unity of the Gold Convention Convention in his study, he says, "if one cannot ignore his is a man of the people, a man of the people, a man of the people, a man of the people, a man of the people."

Nkrumah is a shrewd organizer and orator, Nkrumah. He need not be adressed to in the form of human nature. This is a fact not only for the character of human nature. This fact is a force for the character of human nature. This fact is a case for the character of human nature. This fact is a case for the character of human nature. This fact is a case for the character of human nature. The public opinion analysts disagree with Nkrumah's views, but one cannot ignore his is a man of the people, a man of the people, a man of the people."

"On balance, then," he says, "it appears that the policy of foreign policy reporters is not the fertile source of policy analysis and ideas, affecting the people who claim to be uninterested by it." He refers here to the State Department which denies his influence.

Moreover, he says, "Members of Congress and their staff assistants are almost unanimous in acknowledging the usefulness of the press, and especially its major contribution to public understanding of foreign policy, ideas, insights, and interpretation in the field of foreign affairs."

He points out that the press is a part of the executive and legislative branches for foreign affairs, not only because the foreign policy makers, who credit the press with "coordinated with the executive and the legislative departments and made no effort to influence others in the same department or another, the executive, the legislative departments, and Congress."

Since newspaper reporters and policy makers have disproportionate influence on foreign policy, Cohen advocates more concrete measures for reporters in much the same way that diplomats are trained. He says, "more explicit training in theories of government, international relations, policy analysis and their relevance to foreign policy," policy making.

Readers interested in foreign policy, the operations of Congress, the Washington press corps, or opinion formation would find this excellent book stimulating.
Siu Matmen Rated 7th in Nation

SIU's classy wrestling team nosed out Western Colorado's defending NCAA small-college champions to win the Colorado School of Mines quadrangular meet at Golden.

The Salukis matmen scored the rugged Western (Minn.) head (Minn.) in third place in the meet, and two championship matches were decided in favor of the Orediggers. Millard took top honors in the 177-pound division with a victory over the Orediggers' Gifford Manise. Saluki Terry Finn and Dan Pytter and Terpey Allen qualified for the finals but were defeated in championship matches.

Two of the big surprises for Southern were the first losses in 12 bouts for the 22-pound Terry Finn and star heavyweight Larry Kratoff. Kratoff, bothered by an ankle injury, lost a referee's decision to Joe Kuhn of Western Colorado.

Intramural Tournament Opens Tonight, 7 Games Scheduled

The following is the schedule of first round games in the men's intramural basketball tournament for tonight:

University School
11:15 North - Foam Blowers vs. Springfield Caps
11:30 South - CDI's of 113 vs. Abbott Second
11:15 North - Southern Acres Road Runners vs. Rebels
Men's Gym
11:15 North - Alma Philadelphias vs. Stags
11:30 South - Teen vs. Travelers

The teams playing in the tournament are those which finished in first place in their respective leagues. Many of the league championships were decided over the weekend as close standouts put the pressure on the top teams. Winners had been decided in only six of the 19 leagues before the crucial games played last weekend.

Pikin Undergoes Minor Surgery

William Pikin, associate professor of history, underwent minor surgery Monday at Doctors Hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Pikin said their husband became ill Thursday and went to the doctor.


Terry Appleton vs.
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Debaters Will Compete in Three States

SUI varsity debaters Janelle Schlimmen of Murrun, S.J., and Jeff Barlow of Benton placed in the octa finals with a 6-2 record at the weekend Northwestern debate tournament. Although defeated by Stanford in the round, they were among the top ten speakers at the tournament with Barlow rated fifth and Miss Schlimmen, the only girl in the top ten, rated ninth.

The novice debate teams tied for first at the Purdue tournament with a 7-1 record. Jill Bulla, Robinson, and Janet Trapp, Springfield, had an undefeated 4-0 score, and Karen Kendall, San Francisco, Cal., and Becky Shoemaker, Joliet, had a 3-1.

This weekend, Pat Micken and Charles Zoeskler, both of Carbondale, will travel to Dartmouth to debate, while the teams of Carol Williams, and Janet Trapp, and Jill Bulla and Ron Hrebner, Rock Island, will debate in the varsity meet at DePaul University, Green- castle, Ind.
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Any out of town calls you make from Carbondale within this zone, regardless of whether it is morning, noon or night, will be at the same low station or person rates.

Phone out of town from Carbondale to anyplace in the 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone at anytime—morning, noon or night at the same low rates. It costs no more to call at your convenience.

This map shows the Carbondale 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone

24-Hour-Rate

EXAMPLES:

From Carbondale...
to Anna 25¢ 40¢
to Carterville 15¢ 35¢
to Herrin 15¢ 45¢
to Marion 25¢ 40¢
to West Frankfurt 25¢ 40¢
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DuPREE Wins in Literal Upset

When Canadian Star Stumbles

Jim Dupree, track star at SUI, scored one of the biggest upsets of the young indoor track season Saturday at the Los Angeles Times meet. Competing in the 1,000 yard run, Dupree went up against Canada's Bill Crothers, who was literally upset.

The 23-year-old Toronto star, shooting for his 19th consecutive indoor victory at 880 yards, tripped on an opponent's heel, sprawled on the track, got up, but just missed catching Dupree at the tape.

Ex-SIU Runner, Now Chemist, Discovers Knockout Formula

What do you get if you mix the proper chemicals with a right jab? Ask Mike Brazier, now a chemistry teacher in Pontiac, Ill., and former SUI track man. Brazier, who was graduated from Southern last year after lettering four years in cross-country and track, is teaching chemistry in the northern Illinois town. He is also boxing.

In case you are wondering how track, cross-country and chemistry mix with boxing, the formula seemed to be working for Brazier just fine until he absorbed a technical knockout.

Brazier entered the Striders, Ill., Golden Gloves Boxing Tournament last week after just two weeks of training in the sport of fisticuffs.

In the annual amateur boxing classic, Brazier fought his way into the finals of the 135-pound open championship. On the way, he knocked out Ted Overcash of the Joliet Striders, and then stopped Ron Bedner of the Southern Illinois University Boxing Club himself. Brazier thus lost the right to go on to the nationals in Louisville, Ky., on Feb. 24.

Basketball Poll

Leadership Kept

By UCLA's Bruins

University of California at Los Angeles once again has been voted the top basketball team of the nation in the latest Associated Press poll.

Following are the current standings in the poll:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. UCLA (33)</td>
<td>19-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Michigan</td>
<td>16-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Kentucky</td>
<td>17-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Davidson</td>
<td>18-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Duke</td>
<td>15-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Wichita</td>
<td>17-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Vanderbilt</td>
<td>17-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Villanova</td>
<td>17-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. DePaul</td>
<td>14-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (First place votes in parentheses)

Other teams receiving votes, in alphabetical order: Bradley, Loyola (Ill.), Drake, Duquesne, Kansas State, Louisville, New Mexico, Ohio State, Oklahoma State, Providence, St. Bonaventure, Tennessee, Texas A&M, Texas Tech, Texas Western, Toledo, Utah and Utah State.

Debaters Will Compete in Three States

SUI varsity debaters Janelle Schlimmen of Murrun, S.J., and Jeff Barlow of Benton placed in the octa finals with a 6-2 record at the weekend Northwestern debate tournament. Although defeated by Stanford in the round, they were among the top ten speakers at the tournament with Barlow rated fifth and Miss Schlimmen, the only girl in the top ten, rated ninth.

The novice debate teams tied for first at the Purdue tournament with a 7-1 record. Jill Bulla, Robinson, and Janet Trapp, Springfield, had an undefeated 4-0 score, and Karen Kendall, San Francisco, Cal., and Becky Shoemaker, Joliet, had a 3-1.

This weekend, Pat Micken and Charles Zoeskler, both of Carbondale, will travel to Dartmouth to debate, while the teams of Carol Williams, and Janet Trapp, and Jill Bulla and Ron Hrebner, Rock Island, will debate in the varsity meet at DePaul University, Green- castle, Ind.

People of Carbondale

WHY
WANT
'TIL
9 P.M.

when you can call anytime...

DAY OR NIGHT

at the same
LOW RATES

what is your
Carbondale
24 hour
low rate
zone?

Carbondale
24 hour
low rate
zone?

Any out of town calls you make from Carbondale within this zone, regardless of whether it is morning, noon or night, will be at the same low station or person rates.

Phone out of town from Carbondale to anyplace in the 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone at anytime—morning, noon or night at the same low rates. It costs no more to call at your convenience.

This map shows the Carbondale 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone

24-Hour-Rate

EXAMPLES:

From Carbondale...
to Anna 25¢ 40¢
to Carterville 15¢ 35¢
to Herrin 15¢ 45¢
to Marion 25¢ 40¢
to West Frankfurt 25¢ 40¢

Phone out of town from Carbondale to anyplace in the 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone at anytime—morning, noon or night at the same low rates. It costs no more to call at your convenience.

This map shows the Carbondale 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone

24-Hour-Rate

EXAMPLES:

From Carbondale...
to Anna 25¢ 40¢
to Carterville 15¢ 35¢
to Herrin 15¢ 45¢
to Marion 25¢ 40¢
to West Frankfurt 25¢ 40¢

Phone out of town from Carbondale to anyplace in the 24-Hour-Low-Rate-Zone at anytime—morning, noon or night at the same low rates. It costs no more to call at your convenience.